By CLASSIC CASSI 2,1:59.3f; 3,1:52.4 ($575,126) by Cantab Hall 3,1:54. 19 wins. At 2, winner PASS at The Meadows. At 3, winner fastest elim. of the Hambletonian, Olk Oaken Bucket at Delaware, Landmark S., 2 PASS at The Meadows, PASS at Chester, Wyoming Valley Series (leg and Final) at Pocono and an Open (second in 2 Opens; third in an Open) at Saratoga; second in Stanley Dancer Trot at The Meadowlands and PASS at Pocono; third in Colonial Trot Final at Chester. At 3, winner at Goshen in 1:55.4h (with a 1 second allowance) by 23 1/2 lengths in track record time (current record). Cassis’ oldest foals are yearlings in 2015.

1st Dam
GOLD MEDALIST by Donerail 2,1:55.4. Dam of 6 of racing age including 1 exported, 5 raced, 4 winners. Dam of:

GUiltyWITHANEXCUSE 3,1:56.3f; 1:52.4 (g, Classic Photo) ($284,657). 19 wins. At 2, race timed 1:58.4. At 3, third in NJSS at The Meadowlands and in $60,000 Open at Chester; race timed 1:53.4. At 4, winner General Brook S. (leg; second in leg) at Woodbine; Racing and a multiple winner in ‘15.

SELFISH PRINCESS 2,02.6f; 3,1:54.1 (m, Self Possessed) ($240,819). 19 wins. At 2, race timed 2:00. At 3, second in Elegantimage S. (elim.) at Mohawk; third in Casual Breeze S. at Mohawk. At 4, second in Lifetime Dream Trotting Series (leg) at Woodbine. Racing and a winner in ‘15.

Run The World 3,2:02.1h (m, Ken Warkentin) ($20,872). 3 wins. At 2, race timed 2:04. Now 5 and racing.

Flash Of Valor 2,2:08h-’15 (c, Yankee Valor) ($1,581). Now 2, racing, and a multiple winner.

2nd Dam
WINNING LEGEND by American Winner 3,1:52.3. Dam of 4 foals, 2 exported, including:

GAMESMANSHP; 2,03.4f; 1:56.3 (Yankee Glide) ($224,415). 41 wins. As aged, winner Dave Vance Memorial (leg) (3 times) at Buffalo, Open (9 times) at Buffalo, (10 times) at Batavia Downs, twice at Saratoga Harness, Preferred (twice) at Monticello, Wilkes Invitational at Batavia Downs; second in 6 Opens at Buffalo, Batavia Downs (3 times), Northfield Park, Saratoga Harness, Tioga Downs, a Preferred at Monticello; third in 9 Opens at Buffalo, 3 at Batavia Downs and 4 Preferences at Monticello.

Shes A Legend (m, Yankee Glide) ($14,822). At 2, third in NJ Futurity at Freehold, NJSS-Green Acres S. at The Meadowlands and Reynolds Memorial at Pocono Downs. Exported.

3rd Dam
LADY LEGEND 2,72.0-’13 by Power Seat 3,1:55.4. Dam of 8 foals, including:

VISCOUNTESS; 2,1:59.2; 3,01.71 (m, Valley Victory) ($124,198). 4 wins. At 2, winner NJSS (2 divs. and Final); second in Harold Dancer Memorial, NJ Futurity, NJSS. At 3, winner Charles 1 Smith Memorial (elim.) at Mohawk; third in Casual Breeze S. at Mohawk. Dam of COUNT THE GOAL 4,1:54.3 ($627,382), etc.; granddam of CELEBRITY ROCKY 3,1:59.1 ($56-650), etc.

GRACIOUS GRANIT 3,1:51.1 (m, Downing Point) ($4,258). 2 wins. Dam of POPPY 3,1:58.1f, etc.; granddam of THE ICEMAN AIRETH 4,2:01.4, etc.

Famed Dame;2,02.6f (m, Crystal's Crown) ($8,445). At 2, second in Frank Ervin Memorial at The Red Mile and Hayes Memorial at DuQuoin State Fair.

Wishes Fulfilled (m, Super Bowl). Dam of GLOBAL GLIDE3;1:52.4 ($589,784), etc.; granddam of LOST SYMBOL 3,1:55 ($110,040), etc.

4th Dam
ROSEMARY 2,2:04.3; 3,1:57.2 ($223,647) by Nevolle Pride. 20 wins. USHWA Dan Patch Award for 3YO Trotting Filly. At 2, winner Merrie Annabelle S. at The Meadowlands. At 3, winner Arden Downs S. at The Meadows, Bluegrass S. at The Red Mile and Kentucky Futurity at The Red Mile. Dam of 6 winners, including:

ROYAL PRESTIGE;2,1:56.3; 3,1:55.1 (Speedy Crown) ($1,234,279). 20 wins. USHWA Dan Patch Award for 2YO Trotting Colt and winner USHWA Dan Patch Trotter of the Year. At 2, winner Champlain S. at Mohawk, Horseman S. at Indiana State Fair and International Stallion S. at The Red Mile, Review S. at Springfield and World Trotting Derby at DuQuoin.

ENGAGEMENTS

Nineteen Conceived & Foaled - Downstate Classic - Great Midwest Trot

Review S. Hossler #98 - Horseman #108 - Bluegrass Series #42